The overall sentiment of a text is critically affected by its discourse structure. By splitting a text into text spans with different discourse relations, we automatically train the weights of different relations in accordance with their importance, and then make use of discourse structure knowledge to improve sentiment classification. In this paper, we utilize explicit connectives to predict discourse relations, and then propose several methods to incorporate discourse relation knowledge to the task of sentiment analysis. All our methods integrating discourse relations perform better than the baseline methods, validating the effectiveness of using discourse relations in Chinese sentiment analysis. We also automatically find out the most influential discourse relations and connectives in sentiment analysis.
Introduction
Sentiment analysis has attracted considerable attention in the field of natural language processing. Previous work on this problem falls into three groups: opinion mining of documents, sentiment classification of sentences and polarity prediction of words. Recently, the importance of discourse relations in sentiment analysis has been increasingly recognized.
In traditional lexicon-based methods, all words and sentences are treated equally, ignoring the structural aspects of a text. However, discourse structure knowledge is vital to some texts for polarity prediction. Take (1) as an example:
(1) 诺基 5800屏幕很好| Nokia 5800's screen is very good, 操作也很方便| the operation is convenient, 通话质量也 错| the call quality is good, 但是外形偏女性化| but the shape is feminine, 而且电池 耐用| and the battery life is short, 总之 觉 得 值| in general, I think it is not worth buying.
Three words "很好|very good", "方便|convenient" and " 错|good" are positive, and three words "女性化|feminine", " 耐用|short" and " 值|not worth" are negative. The overall sentiment of document (1) would be predicted as neutral using the lexicon-based method, however, it is negative.
By analysing a text's discourse structure, a text is split into spans with different semantic relations. With this discourse knowledge, we assign text spans with different weights in accordance with their contribution to the overall sentiment of a document. For example in document (1), the span introduced by connective "但是|but" has higher degree of importance, denoting a Contrast relation; the span introduced by connective "总之|in general" has the highest degree of importance, denoting a Generalization relation. This leads to the overall negative sentiment. This paper exploits discourse relations by using explicit connectives for sentiment classification of texts, achieving better results than state of the art method. Our contributions are: (1) For the first time, we propose a relatively complete discourse relation hierarchy and list their corresponding connectives in Chinese, and validate their effectiveness in sentiment analysis; (2) We conduct weighting schemes at various granularities of discourse relations; (3) We find out the influential discourse relations and connectives that contribute most to the overall meaning of texts.
Related Work
In sentiment analysis, we can refer to Pang and Lee (2008) for an in-depth survey. For discourse parsing, we can refer to Joty et al. (2012) , Hernault et al. (2010) and Wang et al. (2010) for recent progresses. Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) argue that polarity calculation is critically affected by discourse structure. In applying discourse relations to sentiment analysis, previous work can be divided into two groups: constraint-based approaches and weight-based schemes. Somasundaran et al. (2008) and Somasundaran et al (2009) Taboada et al. (2008) hypothesize that sentiment words expressed in nuclei are more important than words in satellites, and thus give different weights (1.5 vs. 0.5) to words in nuclei and satellites. Heerschop et al. (2011) hypothesize that not only nuclei and satellites should be weighted differently; satellites of different discourse relations should also be weighted differently.
In this paper, we adopt Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1988) as the basis of discourse relations, and we follow the weighting scheme. Different from previous work, we hypothesize: (1) nuclei of different relations and satellites of different relations should all be weighted differently; (2) some relations are more important than other relations in sentiment classification.
Our Method

Overview
FIGURE 1 -Overview of our method
The proposed method consists of 4 main steps, as shown in Figure 1 
Sub-sentence Splitter
Sub-sentence splitter utilizes punctuation marks, including comma, period, semicolon, exclamation mark and question mark, to divide a sentence into sub-sentences. A document consists of one or more sentences, and a sentence consists of one or more sub-sentences. For example in document (1), it consists 6 sub-sentences. We treat intra-sentence and inter-sentence relations equally, because Chinese comma can signal both intra-and inter-sentence boundaries (Yang and Xue, 2012) .
Sub-sentence Sentiment Classifier
The polarity of each sub-sentence i p is generated by the Basic SELC model proposed by Qiu et al. (2009) , a state of the art work. In Basic SELC model, some documents are initially classified based on a sentiment dictionary (HowNet 1 ); and then more sentiment-bearing n-grams are learned and more documents are classified through an iterative process with negative/positive ratio control.
For each sub-sentence i s , the polarity i p is assigned with +1 if the sub-sentence is positive, and 1  if the sub-sentence is negative, and 0 if the sub-sentence is neutral.
Our method is a little different from the work of Taboada et al. (2008) and Heerschop et al. (2011) , where discourse weights are multiplied with individual sentiment-bearing words (wordbased method for short). However in our method, relation weights are multiplied directly with sub-sentences (sub-sentence-based method for short).
We also conduct a word-based method using HowNet, but it gives us a poor baseline with an Fscore of 56.9% without using discourse relations. So we adopt the sub-sentence-based method that provides a relatively high baseline with an F-score of 83.55% (as shown in Table 3 ). What's more, the sub-sentence-based method is more consistent with people's intuition on discourse structure.
Discourse Identifier
Discourse identifier tags each sub-sentence i s with a discourse type i d . Discourse relation defines the relationship between two adjacent sub-sentences, while discourse type represents the relationship from the view of each component sub-sentence. For example, there is a Contrast relation between the two sub-sentences in sentence (2).
(2) 虽说是大牌| although it is a famous brand, 但是没感觉出大牌的味道| (but) I didn't feel anything extraordinary.
In sentence (2), the second sub-sentence is the Head (nucleus) of the sentence while the first subsentence is the Modifier (satellite). Thus, we will assign discourse type ContrastH to the second sub-sentence and ContrastM to the first one. For those relations with multi-nucleus, we assign all the component sub-sentences with the same relation type.
The research on Chinese discourse parsing has just begun, and there isn't a gold standard for Chinese discourse relation annotation in previous work. So we develop a specification of Chinese discourse relation hierarchy, as shown in Table 1 . In this task, we remove a few connectives that may cause relation ambiguities, and we only list the discourse types that have explicit connectives. In the absence of Chinese discourse parser, we exploit explicit connectives to predict the discourse types. Sub-sentences introduced with specific connectives (Table 1) will be assigned with the corresponding discourse types, and sub-sentences without explicit connectives will be tagged with None.
For single-nucleus relations (except List), a head sub-sentence can appear by itself, while a modifier sub-sentence must co-occur with its corresponding head. So, if one modifier subsentence appears alone, we will guess the subsequent sub-sentence as its head. 
Linear Optimizer
Linear optimizer generates the polarity of a document by calculating the weighted sum of its subsentences in accordance with their discourse types. 
Influential Discourse Relation Detecting
Intuitively, some discourse relations are more influential on the overall sentiment of a document. We apply a greedy search method to detect the most influential discourse relations, and the corresponding discourse types are considered as influential discourse types. When predicting the sentiment of a document, sub-sentences of influential discourse types are identified and weighted differently; the weight of remained sub-sentences are constrained to be equal. Figure 2 shows the procedure of detecting influential discourse relations. 
Data
Our data is collected from 360buy (http://www.360buy.com/). Reviews on 360buy are structured, elaborating the strong points and shortcomings of the products. Reviews collected from the strong point column are automatically tagged as positive, and reviews collected from the shortcoming column are automatically tagged as negative. In our task, all the extracted reviews should meet two requirements: (1) contain at least two sub-sentences; (2) contain at least one connective. There are 53,040 reviews in our collected corpus, including 24,532 positive reviews and 28,508 negative reviews. Each review consists of 5.06 sub-sentences on average. Table 2 illustrates the occurrences of each discourse type in our collected data. Discourse types whose occurrence is less than 100 are merged into "None" type. 3/4 of the collected data is used to train the linear optimizer, and the rest is used as test data. In the case of detecting influential discourse relations, we further divide 1/4 from the training data as the development data (development data is used to tune the most influential discourse relations), and the test data remains the same.
Experiment Set
We conduct 6 types of experiments, described as follows.
Baseline1. We implemented Qiu et al. (2009) as our baseline.
Baseline2. All the sub-sentences are equally weighted in Formula (1). No discourse knowledge is applied.
SNSS.
(Single Nucleus Single Satellite Method.) Following the idea of Taboada et al. (2008) , all discourse types denoting the Heads of relations are grouped as "nucleus", and other discourse types are grouped as "satellite". In this method, we have only two distinguishing categories: nucleus and satellite.
SNMS. (Single Nucleus Multiple Satellites Method.)
Following the idea of Heerschop et al. (2011) , all discourse types denoting the Heads of relations are grouped as "nucleus", while all discourse types denoting the Modifiers of discourse relations are reserved. In this method, we hypothesize that nucleus types contribute equally while different satellite types contribute differently to the overall polarity of documents.
MNMS.
(Multiple Nuclei Multiple Satellites Method.) All the discourse types specified in Table 1 are reserved and weighted differently in calculating a document's sentiment. In this method, we hypothesize that both different nucleus types and different satellite types contribute differently to the overall polarity of the documents. Figure 2 , influential discourse relations are identified. The corresponding discourse types are reserved and weighted differently, and others are grouped as "None".
GDR. (Greedy Discourse Relation Method.) Following
GCW.
(Greedy Connective Word Method.) Explicit connectives are objective language usage, while relation types are subjective induction. Following the same procedure as Figure 2 , we hypothesize that the weight of each sub-sentence depends directly on its connective. That means, only influential connectives are identified and weighted differently in calculating a document's sentiment, while others are grouped as "None".
Experiment Results
Performance is evaluated in terms of Precision (Pre), Recall (Rec) and F score. Table 3 , all our methods integrating discourse knowledge perform better than both baselines in overall F score. To test for significance, we conduct t-test which meets p<0.01. GDR achieves the best result, 1.42% higher than baseline2. This validates the effectiveness of using discourse relations in Chinese sentiment analysis. In English data, Heerschop et al. (2011) yield an improvement of 4.7% in F score when using discourse structure, but their baseline is quite low with an F score of 68.7%.
The overall F value of SNSS is 0.9% higher than baseline2, validating the effectiveness of the simple distinction between nuclei and satellites. Both SNMS and MNMS perform better than SNSS, indicating that more discourse knowledge is helpful in calculating the overall polarity. Note that MNMS performs slightly worse than SNMS, perhaps this is because too many weights have to be trained in MNMS.
GDR, which differentiates Contrast, Cause, Condition and Generalization from other discourse relations, harvests the best result. It is consistent with our intuition that these relations have great impact on the meaning of the texts. The influential discourse relations that we find out are partly consistent with previous work: Narayanan et al. (2009) exploit Conditional sentences for sentiment analysis; Zhou et al. (2011) focus their attention on Contrast, Condition, Cause, Continuation and Purpose in polarity classification.
To our surprise, GCW, which utilizes only 6 explicit connectives, obtains a rather promising result, with a performance of 1.27% higher than baseline2. Among these 6 connectives, " 过 |however", "虽然|although","但|but", "但是|but" denote a Contrast relation; "同时|at the same time" denotes a Coordinate relation; and "总的来说 |in general" denotes an Generalization relation.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we utilize explicit connectives to predict discourse relations, and then conduct several methods to incorporate discourse structure knowledge to the task of sentiment analysis. We define discourse relations in different granularities: nucleus-satellite, nucleus-different satellites and different nuclei-different satellites. The experimental results validate the effectiveness of using discourse relations in Chinese sentiment analysis. Furthermore, we automatically detect the most influential discourse relations and connectives. Experimental results show that Contrast, Cause, Condition and Generalization are the most influential relations, and " 过|however", "虽然|although", "但|but", "同时|at the same time", "总的来说|in general", "但是|but" are the most influential connectives. This is only a preliminary study on discourse relation and Chinese sentiment analysis. The future work includes the following aspects. (1) We would like to develop a Chinese discourse parser to automatically parse the discourse structure, to get both explicit and implicit relations and their argument spans. (2) We will apply more sophisticated methods to get more reliable polarity scores for sub-sentences. (3) We will incorporate discourse structure knowledge to other tasks such as summarization.
